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“There’s no one size fits all
when working in Europe,”

explains Josh Littman, executive vice
president of hotel development for Hard
Rock Hotels in Europe, the Middle East
and Africa. "Europe is not just one market. There are different cultures, different
languages, different ways of doing business, different values."
Despite differences, the general sentiment when looking ahead at performance
and development, similar to years past,
is slow and steady growth across Europe.
According to Lodging Econometrics, Berlin reported the highest year-over-year
growth in rooms with 32 projects/6,266
rooms, a 47% increase by rooms. London
trailed at 78 projects/14,070 rooms, a
26% increase by rooms.
Factors including Brexit, the U.K.'s
decision to leave the European Union,
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contribute to slower growth as a result of
widespread uncertainty. According to a
recent report by HVS, AlixPartners and
AM:PM, hotel occupancy in London had
its sixth consecutive quarter of year-onyear decline.
"There is a wait-and-see attitude
that people are adopting before making
investment decisions," says Russell Kent,
chairman of HVS' London office, adding
that most acquisitions are being done
with private equity or foreign investment.
"There is a lot of Asian money out there
that is looking to invest in safe havens,
and the U.K. is still considered to be one."
OPPORTUNITIES IN SPAIN, ITALY
Although the toughest part of its recovery
is thought to be behind Spain, Ivar Yuste,
founding partner at consultancy PHG
in Madrid, says there is still room for
improvement, particularly in cities like

Madrid. In terms of transactions, Spanish
hotel groups are very active in the market, particularly Hotusa and HI Partners.
He adds that the Spanish hotel industry
in general needs “severe refurbishing and
upgrading.”
“As a result, the luxury segment, in particular, is experiencing a lot of interest,”
Yuste says. Hong Kong investment group
Platinum Estates is evaluating a €300
million (US$326.18 million) investment
in Marbella, Chilean group Phoenix Enterprises recently took over the Westin
La Quinta in Benahavis, and several Middle East investment groups are considering opportunities in the coastal town of
Benalmadena.
According to Hugo Rovira, managing
director of Madrid-based NH Hotel
Group, instability of other Mediterranean
tourist competitor countries is temporarily “lending” thousands of tourists to
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Spain. "Spain is one of the world’s leading
tourist destinations. In 2015, Spain
received more than 68 million tourists,
and the current year will repeat unprecedented records in the number of visiting
tourists and also total revenues," says
Rovira, who predicts Spain will exceed 70
million foreign visitors in 2016. "In the
first seven months of 2016, the number of
tourists visiting Spain rose 11.1% to 42.4
million, a new record for that period."
A similar consensus of prosperity
prevails in Italy. “The tourism sector is
growing and international investors are
looking to Italy with renewed interest,”
says Starhotels President and CEO Elisabetta Fabri. According to the STR Global
European Hotel Industry trends report,
the main Italian markets in the upper
upscale end for Q2 2016 are Venice, with
ADR up 10% to €255.96 (US$245.73),
Naples with ADR up 7.9% to €111.54

(US$121.34), Florence with ADR up 5%
to €133.06 (US$144.70), and Rome with
ADR up 2% to €123.19 ADR (US$133.97).
Independent hotels have also been
dominant in Italy, Fabri says. “The
absence of large international companies
in the area is connected to Italy’s DNA,
which has always been family-driven,”
she says. “The hotel industry is by nature
a sector deeply attached to the land and
therefore reflective of the characteristics
of the destination. Additionally, hospitality in Italy has historically been a family
business, so local institutions also work
hard to protect, maintain and respect this
indigenous identity.”
FEAR IN FRANCE
Following terrorist attacks in Paris and
Nice, the French hotel market has faced
numerous challenges over the past year.
However, Joel Guiraud, chief operating

officer at Louvre Hotels Group, says the
country still shows immense promise.
“France remains the number one destination in the world,” Guiraud says. “So
even if we suffer from this type of situation, our country remains very attractive
and concurrency is still very strong with
every international operator. As evidenced by the interest of foreign groups,
France, despite the elements, holds a
strategic position for world tourism."
Guirard adds that development in
France is "continuous work" and says innovation is especially important to remain
competitive among leisure and business
travelers. "These dramatic events trigger
our self-questioning to renew what we
offer. The digital revolution presents huge
opportunity to innovate and differentiate
our offerings. That’s why I am pretty serene
about our future and our ability to face
these tragic events."
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